Workshop content

• Explain the components of the BIOPAMA programme
• Presentations + discussions + working sessions + field trip
• Obtain input on ideas, direction and priorities at project level and wider
Workshop opportunity

• Expand your knowledge about regional protected areas thinking and activities
• Learn about related programmes and projects
  ➢ The NODE housing all workshop info
• Share your opinions – Talk and relax with your peers
• See yourselves as a collective team – different places // same goals
• Return to your jobs re-energized ++++ INSPIRED
Clear cut actions ...

- Register of country focal points
- Tidy up national baseline Protected Area records – the lists, the maps, the ‘metadata’ --- Get it into the World Data Base of PAs
- Management effectiveness – support to countries in suitable bottom-up approaches and also doing PA network planning and local management
- Sharing info, tools, guidelines, ‘how-we-did-it’ stories, $$ opportunities and help networks
- Promoting values of protected areas
What next ... BIOPAMA intentions

- Workshop report
- Organised set of priorities – guides BIOPAMA implementing team with workplan
- ........Also reinforces related initiatives - CBD Target 11 big push, PIRT PAWG, national responsibilities, other donated projects
- Action Component – BIOPAMA Steering Committee informed of regionally important context, priorities and practical delivery issues
- SPREP expands country support visits
- Customised PA information tool/s developed where useful in driving conservation outcomes
- Technical support to region via JRC resources
- Planning for a State of Protected Areas report – Regional PIRT in 2020
What do you think? Final thoughts?, comments...